Small, Smart Choices + Consistency + Time = Radical Difference
Everything in your life exists because you first made a choice about it.
You make your choices and your choices make you
Every decision, no matter how slight, alters the trajectory of your life.
For most of us, it's the frequent, small and seemingly inconsequential choices that are of grave
concern.
Choose daily gratitude
I take 100% responsibility for everything I experience - completely owning all of my choices and
all the ways I responded to whatever happened to me, I hold the power.
constantly improving and preparing yourself, skills, knowledge, expertise, relationships and
resources

Preparation (Personal growth) +
Attitude (belief/mindset) +

Seeing situations, conversations, and circumstances as fortuitous

Opportunity (a good thing coming your way) +

The complete formula for getting lucky:

Speed of implementation

Action ( doing something about it) =

Ideas are useless unless you act upon them

Luck

Choices

1. Know exactly what you want
journal/ behaviour log

Your secret weapon - your scoreboard

2. Keep a progress record

spreadsheet
tracking apps

Professionals use stats
reporting
educated decisions
Time
Track and analyze the data from your actions

Social and Business communications
Fitness

What I track

Food
Finances
Thinking and emotions

Keep it slow and easy

Start by tracking one habit per week

Aristotle wrote, "we are what we repeatedly do"
Webster defines habit this way: "An acquired mode of behavior that has become nearly or
completely involuntary"
Psychological studies reveal that 95 percent of everything we feel, think, do and achieve is a
result of a learned habit.
A daily routine built on good habits is the difference that separates the most successful amongst
us from everyone else
It's time to WAKE UP and realize that the habits you indulge in could be compounding your lie into
repeated disaster.

Think your way out of an instant gratification trap

Your choices are only meaningful when you connect them to your desires and dreams.
The wisest and most motivating choices are the ones aligned with that which you identify as your
purpose, your core self, and your highest values.

Finding your Mojo - Your Why Power

The power of your why is what you gets you to stick through the grueling, mundane and laborious.
If your actions conflict with your values, you'll end up unhappy, frustrated and despondent.
"Whatever you vividly imagine, ardently desire, sincerely believe, and enthusiastically act upon...
must inevitably come to pass!"
You only see, experience and get what you look for. If you don't know what to look for, you
certainly won't get it.
We are bombarded with billions of sensory each day, we ignore 99.9 percent of it based on what
you focus on.
Goal Setting

Make a list of goals in the important areas of your life
Reverse engineer all the steps that you need to do to get there
My Process

Focus on only doing the things that move your towards those goal each day until your mind is
focused and clear
feel if anything you are doing is moving you away from your goals based on your gut and
recalibrate

You don't get what you want, you get what you are
Who you become

If you want more, you have to become more.
The story of his wife

Life formula

You > Choice + Behaviour + Habit + Compounded = Goals
who

Habits
1. Identify your triggers

what
where
when

mentally
2. Clean house

Five strategies for eliminating bad habits

physically
emotionally

3. Swap it
4. Ease In

The Compound Effect
by Darren Hardy

5. Or jump In

Replace bad habits with good habits
Baby steps
Chunking it down
Bold action
Shock the system into growth

1. Set yourself up to succees
2. Think Addition, not subtraction

Proximity
Removing friction
add more things to your schedule

3. Go for a PDA: Public Display of Accountability
Six techniques for installing Good Habits

4. Find a success Buddy
5. Competition & Camaraderie
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy
6. Celebrate!

enjoy some of the fruits of your victories along the way
Promise yourself a pot of gold at the end

99 percent of failures and successful people hate doing the same things but successful people do
them anyways.
If change was easy, everyone would be doing it.
Change

Personally, I'm always happy when something is hard. Why? Because I know that most people
won't do what it takes; therefore, it will be easier for me to step in front of the pack and take the
lead.
If it's hard awkward, or tedious, so be it. Just do it. And keep doing it, and the magic of the
Compound Effect will reward you handsomely.
Be Patient

good habits and bad habits are not formed overnight

Objects in motion, tend to stay in motion
It's not easy to build momentum, but when you do, look out!
Getting started is hard, progress is slow and with time, momentum kicks in.
1. Make new choices based on your goals and core values.
2. Putting those choices to work through new positive behaviours.
How to build momentum

3. Repeating those healthy actions long enough to establish new habits.
4. Building routines and rhythms into your daily disciplines.
5. Staying consistent over a long enough period of time.

Momentum

Your new attitudes and behaviours must be incorporated into your monthly, weekly and daily
routines to affect any real, positive change.
Routines

Developing a routine of predictable, daily disciplines prepares you to be victorious on the
battlefield of life.
Shake it up to grow
When your disciplines and actions develop a rhythm, you welcome momentum

Life is simply a collection of experiences; our goals should be to increase the frequency and the
intensity of the good experiences.
We need an extra level of vigilance to prevent our brains from absorbing irrelevant,
counterproductive or downright destructive input.
Left on its own devices, your mind will traffic in the negative worrisome, and fearful all day and
night.
input (what you feed your mind)

Your mind is an empty glass; it'll hold anything you put into it.
Fill your mind with information on success, prosperity, health, love, and Joy. Ideas to create more
abundance, to grow, expand, and become more. Examples of stories of what is good, right, and
possible in this world.
Steps

1. Stand Guard
2. Enroll in Drive-Time U
According to research by social psychologist Dr. David McClelland of Harvard, your "reference
group" determines as much as 95 percent of your success or failure in life.

Influences

Who do you spend your time with? Who are the people you most admire? Are those two groups of
people exactly the same? If not, why not?

You must realize that your choices, behaviours, and habits are influenced by very powerful
external forces.

The people with whom we spend our time determine what conversations dominate our attention,
and to which attitudes and opinions we are regularly exposed.
Dissociations

associations (the people with whom you spend time)
3 types of associations

There are some people that you need to break away from completely. This might not be any easy
step but it is essential.

Limited Associations
Expanded Associations

Decide how much you can "afford" to be influenced, based on how those people represent
themselves.
Identify people who have positive qualities in the areas of life that are important to you and
invest more time with them.

Find a Peak-Performance Partner
Invest in Mentorship
Develop Your Own Personal Board Of Advisors

environment (your surroundings)

Pick environments with positively influential people, and that fuels your ambition and expands
your dreams
Minimalism

If you tolerate disrespect, you will be disrespected
"there is a point in every race when a rider encounters his real opponent and understands that it's
himself. - Lance Armstrong
Viewing yourself as your toughest competitor is one of the best ways to multiply your results. Go
above and beyond when you hit the wall.
Acceleration

Another way of multiplying your results is pushing past what other people expect of you - doing
more than "enough."
Do the unexpected
Do better than expected
In all areas of your life, look for the multiplier opportunities where you can go a little further, push
yourself a little harder, last a little longer, prepare a little better, and deliver a little bit more.

